A wide dynamic range, high precision, non-contact and large bandwidth angular displacement measurement (ADM) is greatly necessary for the applications such as industrial control and military equipment. This paper proposes a simple and effective ADM method based on Doppler Effect, heterodyne detection and diffuse reflection, which can fulfill these requirements simultaneously. Two beams of parallel light generated by a pair of laser Doppler vibrometers are incident upon the surface of rotational target, then data processing unit acquires the velocity of dual laser incident points on the moving target, and resolves the rotational angular displacement and translation displacement of target through the relationship between dual laser beams dynamically. Several major measurement errors that may affect the ADM accuracy are analyzed. A high precision rotary table is used as an angular displacement standard to verify the measurement range and accuracy, the verification experiment shows that the measurement range is not less than ±10° and the measurement accuracy is 0.0362° based on the method. After using a polynomial error compensation, the measurement accuracy can be promoted to 0.0088°, and this compensation method can be applied to real time measurement.
ADM 13 . They measure the displacement difference between two sensors and resolve the angular displacement with the triangular displacement relationship during rotational. They realize ADM range of −°+°6 10 , ADM accuracy of 0.085°, but the bandwidth of the system is not very wide, just about 400 hz. Based on Homodyne interferometry, Doppler Effect and the geometry relationship between the velocity measured by multiple laser beams and the rotational velocity of shaft, the optical geometry and algorithm of laser torsional Doppler vibrometer is proposed 14, 15 . The method is direction and surface shape insensitive, and can realize non-contact measurement. Laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) has its origins in fluid velocity measurements reported by Yeh and Cummins at Columbia University in 1964 16 . Scanning heads are added to single beam instruments to measure the modality of a structure 17 . A pair of laser beams enables the classic differential measurement in which the relative velocity between two parts of a structure or device is determined 18 . Torsional vibration measurement with a parallel beam configuration is an established and successful use of LDV with applications including torsional damper health, electric machines, railway wheelsets, backlash in gears and crankshaft bending and driveshaft vibration [19] [20] [21] . However, torsional Doppler vibrometer also have their limitation and disadvantages. For a commercially available laser torsional Doppler vibrometer RLV-5500 provided by Polytec, datasheet shows that its angular displacement relative measurement error is 2% (measurement range of ±10°), which means its absolute measurement error is just 0.2°. But its measurement accuracy of RPM (Revolution(s) Per Minute) is 0.2%, so laser torsional Doppler vibrometer is always applied to measuring the stability of rotational speed of shaft. However, the fixed standoff distance, fixed parallel beam spacing and low measurement accuracy restrict the application of this instrument.
Currently, all the ADM methods have their own advantages and disadvantages, but they cannot meet the requirements of high dynamic range, high precision, non-contact and wide bandwidth simultaneously. In this paper, a novel and simple ADM method based on dual-laser Doppler vibrometers (d-LDVs) is presented. With laser Doppler interferometry and diffuse reflection, non-contact detection can be realized. In Section 2, the related theory is analyzed and the error equation is derived. In Section 3, an experimental demonstration has been established to verify the measurement accuracy and dynamic range. A compensation method to get more accurate measurement result is presented in Section 3, too.
Principles and Analysis
Laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) is a technology for accurate and non-contact measurement of velocity in industrial and metrological applications 22 . It is an instrument utilising Doppler Effect and heterodyne detection 15 . In optic Doppler Effect, light frequency is shifted by instantaneous velocity of the object 23 , therefore the intensity of the interference signal is modulated by velocity of the moving target. The interference signal detected by photodetector is given as follow: 
where λ is laser wavelength, and v represents velocity of moving target 24 . Based on their non-contact nature, LDV do not destroy the structure to be measured. Laser Vibrometry is a very sensitive optical technique capable of measuring sub-nanometer or even sub-picometer displacement from near DC to Mhz. In addition to their wide frequency range, LDV has dynamic range not matched by other sensors 23 . With these advantages, we consider applying LDV to dynamic and non-contact ADM. In next sections, the principle and geometry structure of the proposed ADM method with d-LDVs will be illustrated, and the factors that may cause measurement errors will be derived, too.
Principle and geometry structure of the proposed ADM method with d-LDVs. Based on d-LDVs, we designed a dynamic ADM system according to the trigonometric relation when a target is rotational. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the d-LDVs ADM system. Two beams of parallel light generated by a pair of laser Doppler vibrometers A and B are incident upon the surface of rotational target. When laser beam is incident upon the surface of object, there will be reflection light in all directions due to diffuse reflection, LDV acquires backscattering light along direction of incident laser beam. By diffuse reflection, the proposed system can realize non-contact ADM.
Assuming the object is in a composite motion of rotation and translation. The translation speed of the object is v. The object rotates with instantaneous angular velocity ω and turns a small angle θ from state 1 to state 2 around the point o in clockwise, t represents the time difference from state 1 to state 2. Suppose v A and v B represent the instantaneous measurement velocity measured by laser Doppler vibrometers A and B respectively, and L is the distance between dual laser Doppler vibrometers. The direction of speed is specified as follows: when the object is moving away from LDV, the velocity is negative. Then, tangential velocity of laser incident point A and B can be given by According to the geometrical relationship shown in Fig. 1 , instantaneous measurement velocity measured by laser Doppler vibrometers A and B is a component of the tangential velocity v 1 and v 2 in the direction of the laser beam, which can be given by
In the meantime, we have the relationship shown as followed:
Substituting equation (5) into equation (4), we have
Then, substituting equation (7) into equation (6), we have
Integral instantaneous angular velocity ω can obtain angular displacement θ of object And the translational displacement s can be given by
This measurement method is insensitive to surface shape and translation, and has the advantages of non-contact and large bandwidth (up to 10 khz). It is a flexible measurement system, researchers can adjust the parallel beam spacing and measurement distance according to the different measurement needs. The system can obtain angular displacement and translational displacement simultaneously from a composite motion of rotation and translation. The system requires two laser beams to be parallel to each other and the rotating axis of object be perpendicular to the plane where parallel beams are.
Light intensity non-uniformity error. LDV performs velocity measurement by receiving diffuse light from the surface of the object, as well as ADM system with d-LDVs. The characteristic of diffuse reflection and rotational angular displacement of the object will affect the final detection results. Considering an object as an ideal diffuse reflection source, known as Lambertian light source, the diffuse reflection intensity follows the cosine law of the radiation source with the change of angular displacement θ between the observation direction and the surface normal.
The left figure in Fig. 2 depicts Lambertian light source, and the light intensity in any direction can be given by:
Lambertian radiation characteristics are suitable for ADM system with d-LDVs. When the object turns an angular displacement θ, light intensity received by dual LDVs decreases with θ cos at the mean time, as shown in right figure of Fig. 2 . Hence, the interference signal detected by photodetector is modulated:
The light intensity received by the detector is weakened, as the noise intensity does not change, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) will be weakened. Modulated SNR can be given by:
where η is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector, I s is the intensity of measurement light signal, h is Planck constant, v is the frequency of the laser, ∆f is the bandwidth of system, and θ is the rotational angular displacement of the object. The rotation of the object and uneven reflectivity of the target surface will lead to the non-uniformity of the received light, which results in the decrease of signal-to-noise ratio.
Dual parallel laser beams misalignment Error. The system requires dual laser beams to be parallel to each other. From eq. 7, we can see that the instantaneous measurement velocity measured by laser Doppler vibrometer is only related to angular velocity ω and the distance from rotating center of object to laser beam L 1 . When one of dual laser beams is not parallel to another, the distance from rotating center of object L 1 will change, thus the instantaneous measurement velocity measured by this non-parallel laser Doppler vibrometer will change, which eventually causes angular measurement error. Figure 3 shows the The angle measurement error mechanism that I've illustrated above. Please noted that, when we talk about non-parallel, there are two cases: the laser beam biased toward the rotation center (non-parallel angle β 2 ) and the laser beam away from rotation center
, and L B2 are the distance from rotation center to three laser beams respectively. Assuming D is the distance from laser emission point to OB 0 . According to the geometric relationship in the figure, we have
From eq. 14, we can see that two different non-parallel condition show similar relationship with L B and D. We can specify that: when the laser beam the laser beam biased toward the rotation center, the non-parallel angle is positive; when the laser beam away from the rotation center, the non-parallel angle is negative. Thus, we can simplify equation (14) as
where β is the non-parallel angle of laser Doppler vibromter A. Substituting equation (15) into equation (9), we have angle measurement error caused by non-parallel of laser beams (16), we simulate the relationship of the angular displacement error versus the rotational angle and the non-parallel angle as is shown in Fig. 4 . One particular curve in this graph shows how the error increases with the rotational angle with a given non-parall angle. When the rotational angle increases, the measurement error increases synchronously in the presence of non-parallel angle. Different curve shows the influence of non-parallel angle to ADM error. Under a given rotational angle, the ADM error increases with the non-parallel angle. When the rotational angle is −°10 , and non-parallel angle is 0.01°, the ADM error is 0.025°. This result gives a clear illustration that if we try to get ADM accuracy higher than 0.01° under rotational angle of ±°10 , we have to reduce the non-parallel angle before measurement and try to compensate the error in data processing.
Besides, the system requires the rotating axis of object be perpendicular to the plane where parallel beams are. When non-coplanar condition shown in Fig. 5 happens, the system will produce measurement errors. Assuming the angle between the plane where parallel beams are and the plane perpendicular to rotation axis is α, the actual spacing of the twin beams will become
Thus, non-coplanar measurement error can be given by According to equation (18), we simulate the relationship of the angular displacement error versus the rotational angle and the non-coplanar angle as is shown in Fig. 6 . The result shows that the measurement error increases synchronously with rotation angle and non-coplanar angle. When the rotational angle is −°10 , and non-coplanar angle is 3°, the ADM error is 0.013°. This result gives a clear illustration that non-coplanar angle don't have much very influence on ADM. Still, WE have to reduce reduce the non-coplanar angle under −°3 .
Synchronization error. According to equation (9), the instantaneous rotational angular displacement is a function of velocity measured by d-LDVs and integration time. To get accurate instantaneous rotational angular 
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Substituting equation (19) into equation (9) we can get the measured error caused by time-delay between dual laser Doppler vibrometers ∆θ delay : According to equation (20), we simulate the relationship between the measurement error and time-delay as is shown in Fig. 7 .
In our simulation, sampling frequency is 2000 hz, maximum rotational angular displacement is 10°, sway frequency of target is 1 hz, time-delay between dual laser Doppler vibrometers change from 0 us-1 ms. As we can see in Fig. 7 , ADM error increase with time-delay linearly. When the time-delay is 1000 us, the ADM error is 0.0167°. Simulation result shows that time-delay between dual laser Doppler vibrometers has great impact on the measurement result. In the actual measurement system, time-delay between dual laser Doppler vibrometers is less than 20 us, which corresponding to . ×°− (3 3 10 ) 4 angular measurement error according to simulation. Though time-delay has great impact on the measurement result, good synchronization between d-LDVs can overcome this measurement error. Sampling frequency caused error. The instantaneous rotational angular displacement of the object is calculated from the integration of velocity. Different numerical integration methods and integration period will result calculation error. As for numerical integration method, we use trapezoidal integration method. Integration period corresponds to the sampling frequency. Then, we will give the expression of measurement error caused by sampling frequency of system. The displacement of the moving target along the direction of laser can be given: where f sam is the sampling frequency of system. Substituting equation (21) into equation (9), we can get the rotational angle calculated by numerical integration:
Suppose the object sways in a sine wave θ real , then the measurement error caused by sampling frequency can be given:
According to equation (23), we can simulate relationship between sampling frequency and measurement error. Figure 8 shows how measurement error change with sampling frequency. Measurement error decrease with sampling frequency. When the sampling frequency is 2000 hz, measurement error is . ×°− (6 54 10 ) 6 . So, sampling frequency of system indeed have impact on the measurement error, but the measurement error is so small that we can ignore it. 
Calibration and Compensation
We have analyzed the measurement principle of the system and several major measurement errors. In the actual measurement process, these kinds of measurement errors coupled with the measurement uncertainty of the vibrometer itself will lead to larger errors in the angular displacement measurement results. So, we need to use high-precision angle standard to calibrate the measurement range, measurement accuracy and measurement error of the system. If the measurement error shows regularity, we can compensate it.
Experimental setup. The hardware structure of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9 . The experiment system consists of two laser Doppler vibrometers, a rotary table, a test object, a data acquisition and synchronization module and a PC. Rotary table is used for providing rotational condition of test surface, as well as a high precision angle benchmark to calibrate angle measurement error of d-LDVs system. Angular displacement from the rotary table is calibrated by China Metrology Institute, the angular position measurement accuracy of the rotary table is 10″ (0.0028°), the angular position positioning repeatability of the rotary table is 3″ (0.00083°). It indicates that the angular displacement accuracy of rotary table is one order of magnitude higher than our proposed method and shows good stability. So we can use the angular displacement output by rotary table as an angular benchmark, and assume that the rotary table independent measurement is free from any error.
The test object is fixed on the rotational surface of the rotary table. Before measurement, a retro-reflective tape is stick on the surface of object, this retro-reflective tape is made by 3 M company to adapt environment of Low and uneven reflectivity of the target surface. The reflective of the retro-reflective tape is even and it can increase the diffuse reflection of red light. Under the control of PC, rotary table sways in a certain amplitude and frequency, the test object thus move with the rotary table at Compensation. From the analysis above, we can see that the system errors have a great influence on the measurement. In addition, environment conditions like temperature, humidity and magnetic field may impact the measurement accuracy and repeatability of d-LDVs. All these factors affect the measurement system simultaneously, resulting in the relationship between the ADM error and the angular displacement measured by d-LDVs depicted in Fig. 11 . In order to get an accurate ADM result, it is necessary to compensate the system error. In this paper, we use polynomial fitting to compensate these errors, assuming the nonlinear error model is After compensating the measurement error, Fig. 12 shows the comparison of the errors before and after compensation respectively. The result is obvious that the maximum ADM error e can be reduced from 0.0362° to 0.0088°. 
Conclusion
Based on actual engineering needs, we propose this flexible, non-contact, high precision and large bandwidth angular displacement measurement system. Our proposed method for measuring rotational angular displacement adopts a pair of laser Doppler vibrometers. It is a flexible measurement system, researchers can adjust the parallel beam spacing and measurement distance according to the different measurement needs. Due to diffuse reflection, the measurement system do not need to contact the object, and a truly non-contact ADM has been realized. This method is insensitive to shape of object surface. The system can obtain angular displacement and translational displacement simultaneously from a composite motion of rotation and translation. Based on this algorithm and the actual situation, we have analyzed light intensity non-uniformity error, systematic defect error, synchronization error and sampling frequency caused error. In the meantime, we calibrate the measurement error of the system with a high-precision rotary table, fit the measurement error corresponding to each actual measurement angle and get fitted polynomial parameters. For each angle obtained, first use the parameters to calculate the fitted error, then use the angle value to subtract the fitting error, and we can get real angular displacement finally.
The measurement method proposed in this article has broad application prospects. Multiple laser Doppler vibrometers can be applied to real-time three-dimensional rotational angular displacement non-contact measurement of a moving object. It still need further study to realize real-time three dimensional rotational angular displacement non-contact measurement.
